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The Traits of  

Mosha, Gideon, King Cyrus and 

King Saul 
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The Reason For 

This Season 
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Nehemiah 9:30  

“However, You bore with them for many years, And admonished them by 

Your Spirit through Your prophets, Yet they would not give ear. Therefore 

You gave them into the hand of the peoples of the lands.   
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Michigan Representative C.A. Johnson THREATENS Trump Voters  12-8-2020 
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SHUTDOWN DC  THREATENS Trump Voters  1-6-2021 Million Maga March in 

12/23/2020 Tweet 
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Trump’s Moves 
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Issued on: September 12, 2018 
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Newsmax correspondent Emerald Robinson on Thursday reported Ratcliffe was 

refusing to sign off on the report until the intel officials include the damning information 

on China and its attempt to influence the 2020 election. 

McCarthy finishes briefing w/Pelosi on China & Swalwell. Says DNI Ratcliffe delivered the briefing. 
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Harrison Deal, son of Bulloch County Commissioner 

Curt Deal, was killed Friday morning 12/4/2020 in a car 

crash in Pooler. Deal, who would have been 21 in 

February, was killed when his vehicle was struck from 

behind on Interstate 16 near Pooler Parkway. Deal 

worked with Sen. Kelly Loeffler’s campaign. He was 

traveling from his family’s home in Statesboro to 

Pooler, where he was helping set up for a political 

campaign rally Friday. Loeffler canceled the rally due to 

Deal’s death. Deal was dating Georgia Gov. Brian 

Kemp’s daughter, according to reports, and was a 

familiar visitor to the Governor’s office. Deal previously 

interned for Sen. David Perdue’s office in summer 2019. 

Perdue released the following statement Friday: 
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Witnesses told 

investigators they 

‘heard an explosion’ 

seconds before the 

deadly accident, a well-

placed source who 

spoke under the 

condition of anonymity 

as the investigation is 

ongoing told Your 

Content. 

Consider the TARGET. Had the Deep State gone after the Gov’s daughter -directly-, well there wouldn’t be 

anything holding him back from exposing who’d been pressuring him into a rush certification. But by 

targeting the BF, he still HAS a child, HIS child he can opt to save. Can you imagine a more powerful, 

impactful message..?  Investigators shouldn’t rule out generic factors, but given the overwhelming 

circumstances, start by testing for C4 residue… You can understand how conservatives don’t have a lot 

of faith in ‘investigations’, right? 

Pooler police Public Information Officer Lindsey Heintzman said Deal was traveling on the interstate 

around 10 a.m. Friday when a flatbed truck hauling black plastic tubing struck his vehicle from behind. 

The impact caused Deal’s vehicle to crash into a third vehicle, she said. Deal’s vehicle caught fire and 

he died as a result of the crash. Heintzman said the fire “affected the other vehicles” but neither of the 

other two drivers was seriously injured. Explain why his engine was ejected from the car and found over 

fifty feet away. It was a bomb ! Pull your head out of the sand. 27 



Hastings revealed that a former 

McChrystal staffer threatened to hunt him 

down and kill him “if we don’t like what you 

write.” 

The car's engine ended up 200 feet away 

from the  collision site, he said. 6/18/2013 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qq3NI_w1sNo 
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Watch on Youtube-edited after hit tree 
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Paul William Walker IV (September 12, 

1973 -- November 30, 2013) 

Hilary Clinton v Paul Walker  By Eli and Joel 

Paul Walker had uncovered evidence connecting the Clinton Foundation to a 

conspiracy to illegally drug Haitians through food and medical supplies right before he 

died in a fatal car accident in 2013. 

 

The Fast & Furious star's tragic death had raised many doubts about it being 

accidental after the official ruling declared that the Porsche Carrera GT he was 

traveling in lost control and crashed. 30 



The basic premise is that Bill and Hillary Clinton have quietly bumped off dozens of 

people in order to hide their criminal conspiracy/ties to the NWO/ties to the global 

Satanic pedophile consortium. This conspiracy is old. It seems to have begun in 1993 

with a list compiled by Linda Thompson, a pro-gun hack, which was titled “The 

Clinton Body Count: Coincidence or the Kiss of Death?” 

 

It was through this charity work that unearthed a conspiracy to secretly and illegally 

test a prototype of a permanent birth control drug, hidden in medicinal supplies and 

food aid, on the victims of the disaster. 

 

Paul Walker and the driver of the crashed car, Roger Rodas, were said to have been 

k*lled shortly after they were handed a "Chilling recording" that that would lift the lid 

on the plot. 31 



Same type of car 

crashing at 145 mph 

Paul Walker Porsche Hit 94 mph- Before 

Crash 
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“The fire was too big — we couldn’t do anything. It was 15 or 20 

feet high,” said Brandon Torp, 28, of Santa Clarita, who said he was 

one of the first people on the scene. 

Only one Camera 

caught the fire that 

killed Harrison? 

Really? 

These people play 

for keeps. This is a 

deadly game we are 

all watching play 

out. 
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You can never rule out 

violence or false flags blamed 

on patriots. 
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Page 77 
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Kamala Harris has yet to resign from 

the United States Senate because 

she still thinks President Trump has a 

shot at victory? 
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12-24-2020 
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12/23/2020 



12/20/2020  
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12/22/2020 
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/white-house-counsel-s-office-warned-trump-not-fire-chris-n1250956 



63 https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/10/pat-cipollone-white-

house-lawyer-impeachment/599305/ 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

9079007/Trump-privately-lashing-Pence-

accusing-not-fighting-overturn-election.html 
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If Mike Pence fails to act — he will lose the Trump voters. 

We don’t need another weakling Republican. 
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Jul 20, 2020 

“Whether he knows it yet or not he will be leaving just because he might not want to 

move out of the white house doesn't mean we won't have an inauguration ceremony to 

inaugurate a duly elected president of the United States and the uh I just you know I'm 

second in line uh to the presidency and just last week I had my regular continuation of 

government briefing this might interest you because i say to them this is never going to 

happen god willing it never will but there is a process it has nothing to do with it the 

certain occupant of the white house doesn't feel like moving and has to be fumigated out 

of there because the presidency is the presidency it's not geography or location…” 
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12/24/2020 
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https://www.justice.gov/usao-edmi/pr/us-law-enforcement-joins-

international-partners-disrupt-vpn-service-used-facilitate 
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Besides 

Facing the 

Storm, What 

Do They 

Have  

In Common? 
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James 1:4 And let endurance have its perfect result, so 

that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in 

nothing. 92 



We hope we have given you some 

insight into some of the behind the 

scene  activities that is taking place .  

Most of all we hope you can see that 

Yahuah has had our backs for a very 

long time for this time in History. 

This is a time to watch with eyes 

wide open the miracle that is 

about to come. Only those that 

will be biting their nails or 

nashing their teeth are the ones 

that don’t see or trust that this is 

all Yahuah’s plan.  He is not done 

with us yet. The country is 

calling out for mercy.  He is using 

Donald Trump to bring back a 

sense of equal justice for all. 

Yahuah hates a unjust weight. 
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